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Attendance Record 

Position Name Present Regrets Absent 

President  Sarah Kohut X   

Vice President Administration Matthew Oram X   

Vice President Education Megan Cormier X   

Vice President Student Life Kyle McNally X   

Off-Campus Representative Sydney Shelley X   

Off-Campus Representative Kathleen Jones  X  

Off-Campus Representative Ravtej Singh  X   

Rigby Hall Representative Jonah Simon X   

Social Inclusion Representative Andie Amaya  X  

Sexuality & Gender Diversity 
Representative 

Tyler MaGee X   

First-Year Representative  Lauren Hayes X   

Member at Large Representative Victoria Young X   

International Student Representative Alex Nguyen X   

Indigenous Student Representative Tiger Levi X   

Grad Class President  Alaina Mejia X   

 
Staff Present: Brianna Hill (Chair), Minahil Fatima (Recording Secretary) 
AQ Representatives: Hannah Rudderham 
Guests Present: N/A 
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Call to Order and Quorum Call 
 
Meeting was called to order by Brianna Hill at 5:05 pm. 
Quorum is met with 10 voting members present.  
 
1. Approval of Agenda 
 
The agenda was presented to council.  
It was moved by Megan C. to approve agenda. 
Seconded by Jonah S.   
The agenda was approved.  
 
2. Approval of the Minutes from the 16

th
 Meeting 

 
The minutes from last meeting were presented to council. 
It was moved by Sarah K. to approve minutes. 
Seconded by Kyle M. 
The minutes were approved. 
 

3. Business Arising from the Minutes 

 
No agenda item available. 

4. Executive Reports 

4.1 President ’s Report – Sarah Kohut 

Hello, everyone, I hope everyone is doing well. And I hope you're making it through these last few weeks of school. 
I know around this time is usually when things get hard and lots of things are due. So, I hope that your head is above 
water. And if you ever need to take a break from STUSU, please just let me know. Obviously, you're more than 
entitled to not go to a meeting. If you have too much on your plate. Or if you just say like, hey, I need to step away 
for a little bit. Just let me know. Communication is key. And then I can help make up for whatever time you need to 
step away. On Monday, I had Megan's External Affairs Committee meeting, which I will let her speak on later. And 
then the NBSA had an informal meeting to discuss the NBSA fee for next year. So, we had that on Monday. 
Unfortunately, I wasn't able to attend the last MLA Monday, which I was disappointed about, but I'm sure went well. 
And that's about it for Monday. Likewise, with Tuesday didn't have much going on. I had my office hour, which was 
on campus and the help desk for the first time in a while, which is really exciting. And it was nice to see some people 
on campus. And I believe that's all I did on Tuesday. And on Wednesday, I delivered some sweaters up on campus to 
some members of SRC. And it was nice to see you folks in person. And I did that in JDH. I also said hello to Kyle on 
his office hour and kind of checked out the midweek motivation, if taking a juice box and talking to Victoria counts, 
then I did that. And then the NBSA execs had a meeting like usual on Wednesday, which was always good. And then 
I went to Megan’s Sustainability Committee meeting which was great. And then immediately afterwards the 
Academic and University Affairs Committee meeting, which was also Megan's Committee, which is also great. And 
then on Thursday, bright and early at 8:30 in the morning, Jonah and I attended a Senate Committee on 
Reconciliation meeting where we discussed the strategic plan for that committee. Unfortunately, I had to leave early 
because I had a conflicting meeting, which was the Retail Review Committee meeting which Megan and I sit on. That 
was also great. We're still talking to the tenants of the SUB, just to get a picture of what their needs are for their 
space. And then then I went to the pre-law event, which is in the evening, which is really, really great. I'm Ryan 
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Sullivan's brother was there as Megan will probably tell you, and they are like carbon copies of each other. It was 

like listening to Ryan Sullivan speak just in a different form. It was very strange. And then on Friday, speaking of Ryan, 
I met with Ryan and the morning to check in and we chatted a bit about Welcome Week, and the upcoming 
welcoming that's going to happen next year because we've got the cohort of first years this year that some of them 
have never been on campus. And then we've got the incoming students. So, it's gonna be a big impactful Welcome 
Week. So, Ryan, and I were just trying to, you know, bouncing, not necessarily ideas of what the week should look 
like off of each other, but just ideas of things that we should prioritize and whatnot. And he was just getting my 
opinion as someone that has, more or less been involved in Welcome Week for every year that I've been at STU so 
that was great to know that they're thinking about that so far ahead. And then Megan and I met with Andre to 
discuss something that a student brought forward to us that the student wanted us to take to the university on their 
behalf. And that was really, really excellent meeting. Andre is absolutely fantastic. He is so student centered and 
cares so deeply about students well being so that was so refreshing to have him go into that meeting that way. Not 
that we expected anything different. But that's always refreshing to see. And then I brought a sweater to Tyler, which 
is also nice to see a person on campus and see other folks on campus. And I attended Megan's Member Relations 
Committee meeting with CASA, where we continue to talk about CASA’s AGM. And I also did an impromptu interview 
with the Aquinian because they said Alaina was in class. So, I was happy to fill in. I was happy to be the secondary 
president there. They wanted the grad class president, but they had to settle for this. But I was happy to do that. 
And now we are here. I also can't remember when this one out. But I made and published the graphic outlining all 
the election dates for the VPED by-election. So spread the word to your friends, nomination period opens tomorrow. 
If anyone wants to run, it's a great position. I'm biased. I think every position on STUSU is great but spread the word 
to your friends. And I also made the graphic for the Sex and Relationships series that the executives are putting on. 
And that's something that we decided to start planning a few weeks ago. And we just got a couple events that we 
put together, we each took responsibility of coordinating with some folks and getting some events going. So that 
was published, also spread the word to your friends. I'd also like to give a shout out to Lauran. I sent her an email 
but we kind of borrowed your idea of having breakfast because we were like doing an event that's centered around 
friendships and we're trying to figure out what to do and then we're like Lauren's breakfast event. That sounds great. 
So, we decided to borrow that one. So full credit goes to Lauren for that. So, I put out that graphic. Like I said, spread 
the word to your friends and stuff attend and it'll be really great, really informational. Not necessarily things that 
you get to hear all the time as a university student I guess but very, very important things like the health aspect of 
safe sex and taking care of yourself and also like the mental health, I guess, aspect of healthy relationships and things 
like that. And they can be both platonic and romantic relationships, and the breakfast event to add some good, 
wholesome platonic relationships go on. Just nice conversation. And then we eventually will have an event with the 
campus sexual assault support advocates. We just didn't get or tie down a date yet. So that's why that's kind of at 
the bottom of the graphic saying TBD is because we're still working with them to find a date. Matt, Hanif and I went 
to the Cellar to announce the election results. And I also made that graphic and published it. So, congratulations to 
everyone who was elected, especially those who are currently on this call right now that will be returning to SRC 
next year. That's what I was forgetting. We publish that. And we announced the results. And that is all for me. But I 
just remembered that in relation to me handing out sweaters. The only people that I haven't gotten in contact with 
yet to give them their sweaters are Tiger and Kathleen. So, I know Kathleen is not on the call right now. But I would 
love to get in touch with you folks so that I can give you your sweaters. Because I'm biased, but I think they're very 
nice. And I would like to make sure everyone gets their sweaters soon. 

Alaina: I just wanted to say thank you for making the comment to the Aquinian about the delivery of convocation. I 
think he did a nice job of encapsulating like the disappointment, but the understanding that is really being felt by 
the grad class. Funny enough, I was in class with the editor-in-chief of the Aquinian at that time, so I appreciate you 
commenting.  

4.2 Vice President of Administration’s Report – Matthew Oram 
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Hi, everyone. Good to see you all again. I apologize for missing last week's meeting. I got tied up with a prior 

commitment. But for my reports, well, let's do this week. I made sure with Tina that a few funding applications were 
sent over and were approved. One is for Global Brigades and about an event they're putting on and then Enactus 
STU was for a zoom account that I believe we talked about before. So those are all good now. Then I also made sure 
that Andie’s funds were transferred over to Future Ancestors for event then also the reimbursement to her for the 
gift that she paid for. From Lauren, I believe her name is just for Larissa for the event. And then also, Sarah and I 
have been in talks with the Reg from Financial Services about the bus pass for next year. I've been talking to them 
day in and day out. Hopefully, we'll be setting up a meeting with Fredericton Transit in the coming weeks or days to 
discuss the bus pass for next year because the contract is expiring. So that's something that we'll need to deal with 
before our terms are over. And then also, I've got a few helpful inquiries over the course the past week. There was 
a problem with the policy number at a dental office in Fredericton that claims weren’t being able to go through so 
reached out to Crystal at Campus Trust. And hopefully, that can get fixed. So, the claims can go through and that 
people can get reimbursed. And then also, this week, I'll be reaching out to both the Finance and Governance 
Committees for the Finance Committee. We're going to start looking at the budget for next year. So, Alex, that'll be 
part of your transition. And then the Finance Committee will be drafting the budget for next year, usually doesn't 
take too long, just have to account for inflation and all that kind of stuff. And then the look at the CBA. Look at the 
percentage changes for the budget. And then in terms of the Governance Committee, we're just going to start 
looking at the hiring process for next year, doesn't have to happen for a bit. But once all of the executive positions 
are filled, we will start to look at hiring because the employee’s contracts do end at some point in April. So that's 
something that we have to look out for next year, usually takes a little while. So, want to get that going. And then 
other than that, Tina and I did a budget update. And I'll be going over that later. Just briefly. There's not much to go 
over. But yeah, that's pretty much it for me. 

4.3 Vice President of Education’s Report – Megan Cormier 

Hi. So last week, starting with the STUSU. Monday, I had an External Affairs Committee meeting. Unfortunately, we 
did not meet quorum. And we have not met quorum at all this year. So, what I thought I would do to kind of finish 
off the year was administer some work on our Facebook so that students still have the opportunity to learn about 
federal advocacy campaigns and engage with advocacy and that way to ensure that the committee has done some 
work despite it being a tough year to meet. On Monday, I also had our last MLA Monday of the year, which was 
bittersweet, as I feel like that's been part of my schedule for the whole year. But I thought it was a great opportunity. 
And I'm really hoping that whoever takes on this role next year is interested in continuing that or if someone within 
the student unions interested in continuing that, because it really was a great opportunity for students to have their 
voices heard in our provincial government through our MLA. Tuesday, I met with the Remote Learning Committee. 
And we're hoping to get back into a classroom on campus to test out some technology or some equipment, which 
we have done in the past, but we're still working out some things to kind of plan for the future of whatever STU's 
gonna look like next year. Further, I had a meeting with a student who had questions about the VPED by-election 
this upcoming week, and I want to reiterate what Sarah said. Tell your friends to run. I am definitely biased. I think 
this is a great position. And it has so many great opportunities. And I think there are students out there who would 
be interested if they really took a second to think about, kind of what they would like to do at STU or what kind of 
experiences they would like to commit to because obviously, this is a very diverse position in what you can get done. 
Wednesday, March 10, I had a Sustainability and Environmental Awareness Committee meeting, which was great. 
And we've done some great work on kind of developing some recommendations for our current STU environmental 
policy. And we're going to continue to work on those and hopefully have a little finalized package to send into 
facilities management, who is the overseer of this policy, as it has been dormant for way too long, and it should be 
reviewed. Following that I had an Academic and University Affairs meeting, which was also great, and we are making 
great strides in some of the things we wanted to accomplish this year. Thursday, March 11. I submitted my Student 
Senate report first thing in the morning, as we have a senate meeting this week. I had my office hour at the exact 
same time as my office hour I had the UNB Retail Review Committee meeting, which is always great. That evening, 
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like Sarah mentioned, I hosted the pre-Law Lawyers panel, which I know isn't part of this, but it was in my agenda. 

So, I've mentioned it. And then also at some point that day, I met with Sarah to talk about a student concern, which 
we did end up meeting with Andre the following day. On Friday, I had a STUSU MRC meeting, which was great. I met 
with Sarah and the Dean of Humanities, as I said, to discuss that concern. And then just some things I really don't 
know when they occurred. But at the start of the week, I finalized some plans for this next week coming up. So, the 
initiative I kind of took control on was the safe sex panel with the nurse from UNB, which will be Thursday at 1pm. 
And then I've been emailing students regarding the drop date as St. Thomas does not have a requirement that you 
have a certain percentage of your grades in prior to dropping a class, which has been seen as problematic because 
other schools do have that, but unfortunately, we do not. So that's something that would be worth looking into in 
the future because I know it's hard, we got to that drop date, Friday. And I know for a fact that I don't have any 
grades in some of my classes. So, it's tough to tell where you're at, especially during a pandemic. So, moving on to 
the NBSA. Monday, as Sarah said, we had just a quick meeting. Well, not a quick meeting, but an informal meeting 
to talk about next year’s fee. And I've continued my work on the NBSA consultation guide that we are doing for the 
Systemic Racism and Indigenisation Committee. And finally, for CASA. It has been fairly slow. But Friday, I had my 
Relations Committee meeting, and we finalized our plans for the CASA AGM gala, which is very exciting as that's kind 
of the last big thing this committee is going to be doing this year. I think it's going to be a lot of fun. So that's it for 
me. Thanks, everyone. All right. 

Sarah: I'm sorry, but I just want to get this on the record because I realized I forgot. My apologies, Tyler. But I said 
that the executives were putting on the sex and relationships week. Its executives plus Tyler, because Tyler organize 
the social media series that will be going on this week. So, my sincerest apologies. I wanted to make sure that was 
in the minutes. 

4.4 Vice President of Student Life’s Report – Kyle McNally 

Hello, everyone. I hope you all had a great weekend and a great week. It just seems that time is absolutely flying by. 
So yeah, here is what I've been up to since our last meeting last week. So, throughout the week, the Emergency 
Bursary Committee received three applications. And we approved two of them in the full amount for students this 
week. It's genuinely been nice to see how consistent like funding applications have been coming in this year because 
that means that students know about the program, know that it exists, which is important, especially during a 
pandemic. And on Monday, I actually took a mental health day and took my day off completely from everything. Just 
because I wanted to well and needed to catch up on some rest and sleep so took Monday off. On Tuesday morning, 
I sent an email to everyone who ordered Community Foods Mart this month. Just because pickup day will happen 
on Thursday of last week. On Tuesday, the Activities and Events committee had a meeting in the afternoon and 
Valeria, and I chatted briefly afterwards about her schedule as well as what we wanted the rest of the year to look 
like and we are going to be having a meeting tomorrow to start to start discussing the AGM which is something that 
we will be planning together. Also, on Tuesdays, the (?) reached out to me to inform me of the winner of the Seeds 
of Change initiative that we did through the STUSU for that online Moodle training. And a big congrats goes out to 
Emily Green as she was the one who was selected well randomly selected as the winner for participating and 
engaging with that training in February. I also reached out to Emily and shared those e-gift cards with her yesterday, 
and she was pretty happy and excited to find out that she was the one that was selected. On Wednesday I headed 
to campus at noon, just because the midweek motivation event started back up again for the rest of the year. So, to 
big PSA, that does mean that there is free parking on campus on Wednesdays for the rest of the year. So, if you want 
to get out of the house or something feel free. Wednesday is a great day to do that. I also had my virtual and in 
person office hour on the Wednesday afternoon and then lastly, on Wednesday, I just email corresponded with 
Jungle House Dance and Grant Catcher from the meditation studio in Halifax just to figure out the invoices for them 
and their payments for those events. On Thursday, I brought Community Foods Mart to the help desk for around 
lunchtime. And I just wanted to say that April is the last month of my term that I will be doing Community Foods 
Mart. So, if you're interested, feel free to get your orders in. And if you have any questions, just feel free to let me 
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know. I also spent a bit of time on Thursday looking at the STUSU AGM documents and looking at the ins and 

outs of what that looks like. And what an AGM entails because I've never been to one. But I've helped plan one. And 
that's about it. And so, I reached out to Sarah, and I assume we'll probably be meeting sometime next week, just to 
go over the AGM. And then also on Thursday afternoon, I briefly looked into the Let's Keep Talking initiative that the 
Mental Health Committee is doing on social media this month. Basically, it's just going to be through some Instagram 
highlights. And so yeah, stay tuned for that, that will be coming up pretty soon. On Friday, I spent my day pretty 
much at the SUB, just at my office doing some work there, answering emails and looking into the AGM and doing 
that stuff, doing some schoolwork. And then lastly, on Friday afternoon while I was at the office, the STUSU Mental 
Health Committee had a meeting. And only one student showed up. So, I just updated her on what the plans were 
and what the updates were from our last meeting. And then looking forward to doing the Let's Keep Talking 
initiatives this month. So yeah, that's pretty much it for me.  

5. Employee Reports 

No employee report available. 

6. Representative Reports 

6.1 Grad Class President (Alaina M.) 

Hello, everyone. It's so nice to see you all again. I appreciate your acceptance of my regrets last meeting and I'm 
happy to be back. Since it's been a while, I'll just cover the highlights of what I've been up to since we spoke last, not 
every nitty gritty little thing. First off during the election period, I ran Instagram takeovers in collaboration with the 
valedictorian candidates. It had a lot of steps to it, but I think it worked out pretty well. And that was all of the 
candidates individually to kind of discuss rules and parameters around using the grad class Instagram account. And 
in advance of the takeover days, I made posts advertising the series, advertising each of the individual candidates, 
things like that. It was an incredibly friendly and strong campaign from all three candidates, which was really 
awesome to see and then ultimately ended up with Diana Chavez being elected as our valedictorian. So, we can look 
forward to a really awesome speech on graduation. The Grad Class Committee has met twice since we last spoke, 
we've achieved three main things. First off, we nominated a member of our committee to sit on the Tom McCann 
trophy award selection committee. Second, we finalize the details for clothing sales. And third, we began 
brainstorming and finalizing plans for two events that we'll be hosting this month. More details to come soon on 
those to expand on one of those points. However, the grad class committee is currently accepting clothing and 
apparel orders super exciting. More details about like the process and the specific items we're selling are on both 
the grad class Instagram, and they're also on Facebook under the class of 21, and the class of 22 Facebook pages, so 
all over the place, but if anyone has questions, you can also drop them to me. I would encourage anyone who's 
interested in getting order to place it as soon as possible, and also spread the word around a little bit. All orders and 
payments are due by March 18, at 11:59pm. And this is a very, very firm deadline. This past week, I've also been in 
touch with the next year's newly elected grad class president. So, I can begin connecting them to some of the 
partnerships that will need to have figured out prior to the summer or over the summer. And last but not least, and 
a big announcement that went out on Friday. Convocation will be online this year on May 11. So, I've spoken to a lot 
of folks about what that might look like and any concerns that they have. And I'm happy to have more of those 
conversations. And it's really important to note that there are still more details to come. And that is kind of 
everything. 

6.2 International Student Representative (Alex N.) 
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For this week, I attended the Academic and University Committee meetings. And we got working on some final 

details for our international racism project. And I have reached out to someone and waiting to hear our feedback 
before finalizing the forms and release the survey. And then I attended the Member Relations Committee. And 
yesterday, an international student reached out to me and said there are disputes between them and their landlord 
and ask for help from STUSU and the authorities. So, I reached out to Carrie in an urgent email and am waiting for 
her feedback. Meanwhile, I'll ask them to continue to keep us up to date and contact the authorities if things 
escalate. 

6.3 Off-Campus Representative (Sydney S./ Kathleen J./Ravtej S.) 

Ravtej: Hello, everyone. This week, I attended the Activities and Events committee and we discussed about an event, 
which we still need to figure out what it's going to be. Details to be coming out soon. And when I attended the 
Member Relations Committee, which was pretty fun, pretty small meeting too. And for off campus, we are planning 
to do another event. We are just thinking about doing a giveaway because student engagement at this point is a 
little difficult with exams coming soon. Yeah, that's about it. 

6.4 Rigby Hall Representative (Jonah S.) 

Hello everyone, pretty busy week. So, Monday I met with the (?) Committee, which is co hosted by St. Thomas 
University. And they will list the Grand Council and the Woman of First Light. That is an event that's happened this 
week, March 18 19, 20. It's open to everybody. And just a few of the things that we'll be talking over is honor and 
celebrating the spring equinox, teaching ceremonies, tribal sovereignty and we're having a youth sharing circle, 
which is being hosted by myself. And Tuesday, House committee met to discuss Wednesday's event. And this event 
didn't really successfully happen, we only had one person show up. So, we met on Thursday and decided that we 
would only give them the treat bag and not give them the gift card since they didn't really win a game. I had my 
Senate Reconciliation Committee with Sarah and at 11 had prep for the speaker series with Tiger and at 1:30, I co-
hosted the speaker series with Tiger. And that was about the residential and Indian Day School, which was pretty 
successful. We've had a large number of people show up. There were 50-some registered and 40-some showed up. 
And that's it. 

6.5 First Year Representative (Lauren H.) 

Hi, everyone. So, this week, I have my First-Year committee meeting on Tuesday, which was great. And then we had 
a breakfast event on Thursday, which was super fun and relaxing. And then we are also planning on putting out like 
a Spotify playlist for all first years to add to it if they want to, and that's going to come out tomorrow. So yeah. 

6.6 Social Inclusion Representative (Andie A.) 

Sarah: OK, so this is me putting my Andie hat on. “Hi all, I regretfully cannot attend tonight's meeting, but I've asked 
Sarah to write up my weekly report. Not very much happening this week for me as I've been swamped with 
schoolwork on Tuesday. I met with Dorcas, one of the panelists for Tuesday’s event to discuss themes she can discuss 
during the panel. I also offered to help her in any capacity she may need.  On Wednesday, I checked the mental 
health forum and there were no new entries. Finally, on Friday, I sent out the gift we were giving to Larissa as a thank 
you for her services. On that day I also answered questions students had about the event. I'll be sharing the event 
on my personal social media and I'm hoping if everybody, or whomever feels comfortable to share the Larissa event 
can to their social media. This STUSU Instagram has a post of the event that could be shared to Instagram stories. If 
you get any questions from students, please refer them to the Eventbrite page to sign up using their STU email so 
Larissa can send them a link through their email. I will create one last graphic to be shared tomorrow and Tuesday. 
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There's also a Facebook event if anyone wants to share the event via Facebook as well. Hope you all attend the 

event on Tuesday and enjoy the keynote and panel. Thank you so much.” 

6.7 At-Large Representative (Victoria Y.) 

Hi, everyone. S this week on Tuesday, I attended the Activities and Events Committee, which is always great, really 
fun, great committee we have there. On Wednesday, I manned the table in JDH for midweek motivation in the 
afternoon, which was always good. Had a few people come by, grab a few snacks, saw a few SRC members, which is 
nice. And then on Friday, I chaired the Member Relations Committee, which was also great. We talked about our 
plans in our roles for the remainder of the year, as well as a possible small event to end off the year much like we 
had in December. So that's about it. 

6.8 Sexuality and Gender Diversity Representative (Tyler M.) 

Hey, Queens. I hope y'all had a good week. Mine was honestly kind of busy, which is weird to say. But like on the 
STUSU side of things, I kind of had a lighter week, most of the time, but anyway. So, I attended the Indigenous 
Education and Awareness series. I thought it was very well done. And I learned a lot. It was on that the education 
system and I it was very eye opening to me. I also attended the Member Relations Committee meeting. That one 
was a lot of fun. Victoria and I kind of stuck around afterwards and just hung out for a little bit, because I'm very 
deprived of social interaction. So that was amazing. And thank you. It was great seeing everybody as Sarah 
mentioned, we met on campus just so I can receive my sweater. I think it's very comfy. And this is the first day that 
I've been out of it. Because if you wear something for like four days in a row, it needs washing, that's another story. 
But anyway, I love it. I had a conversation with Tory who is next year's Grad Class President just talking about the 
STUSU and the way that the SRC functions and they had a few questions. And then I've been working on the sex 
week infographic series, which I believe is coming out on Friday. So, I've been coordinating with Cassidy Wilson and 
Stacy Taylor, from the UNB Health Center, and it's going we're hopeful that we're gonna meet our deadline. I like 
how the series is looking. It's very informative, so keep an eye out for that. And that's everything from me. 

6.9 Indigenous Student Representative (Tiger L.) 

Hello, everyone. For this week, on Tuesday, I attended the beading workshop that was being held JDH, it was a lot 
of fun. On Wednesday, I attended the lunch at the Wabanaki Center. That was very good and delicious. Also, on that 
day, I attended a practice run for Thursday's events with communication’s Leon. On Thursday, I co-hosted the 
Indigenous Education Awareness series with Jonah and like Jonah said the turnout was very great. The guest speaker 
Ivan Augustine had a lot to say about education, residential schools and Indian day schools and the progression of 
education on reserves. And in terms with just how it is dealt with indigenous people. Ivan brought a lot of knowledge 
to the table. It was an amazing event. And our next event will be taking place in two weeks and follow us on social 
media, you'll hear more about that. Also, on Friday, I met with the ISRC, we're discussing our next event and we 
debriefed on Thursday's event. Next Wednesday, there'll be a pizza party at the Wabanaki Center open to everyone, 
as well as if you show up, you'll get your name put in the draw for a giveaway and it will be announced sometime 
before Wednesday. That is all I have, I believe. Stay tuned for more information on the event in two weeks that will 
be a panel of past and present students, including myself, talking about our experiences at STU. And then the week 
after that will be our final week for this round of our series. And that will be on missing and murdered Indigenous 
women and girls. Thank you. 

7. New Business 

7.1 Budget Update  
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So, the same as the other times I've done this so far this year, I'm not going to go through everything because 

some stuff still hasn't changed and stuff just because for instance, this right here at the top. A lot of that stuff comes 
out at the end of the year. For instance, the audit and then insurance, legal fees just depend on when its used and a 
lot of the other stuff is just monthly bills for telephone, office supply all that stuff so I won't go through that. And 
then down here the only thing really notable would be our elections or the $7.00 deficit that's not too big of a deal. 
Obviously, it can be offset with a lot of other lines. We're still looking. We haven't used academic assistance this year 
unfortunately. We will just use that for next year and maybe put more in that line. And hopefully if stuff goes back 
to normal and stuff like that and then down here. It would be the same as last time. Not much has changed in terms 
of clubs/societies, a few funding applications, that kind of stuff. The CASA and NBSA memberships are kind of the 
same every year and as you can see in welcome week, we still do have a big surplus in that line which has happened 
the past couple of years. So that could just be used to offset other deficits in other lines. So, if we go to emergency 
bursaries line. So, we are in a $400 deficit that line. But it's not too big a deal because as mentioned, we can just use 
the welcome week surplus there to offset that. And then we should be good. But other than that, our lines are 
looking pretty good at this point of the year. And then like I said, I'll be meeting with the Finance Committee this 
week to start drafting the budget for next year, if any changes to cost, anything better fees and we'll deal with it 
from there, so that's pretty much all I wanted to go over for that. 

8. Questions, Announcements & Notices 

Jonah: Yeah, I just want to add to my report. Going to add that on March 16, we're having a meeting regarding 
closing order and the way it's looking, assuming with the low attendance at our last event, the closing might be so 
huge chance it'll be free for all Rigby Hall residents and I just want to thank Sarah for giving out my report last 
meeting. 

9.    Adjournment 
Motion for adjournment was moved by Jonah S.  
Seconded by Matt O. 
Motion for adjournment was carried.  
Adjournment at 5:53 pm. 
 
Submission: 
The minutes were respectfully submitted to the Vice-President of Administration on March 15, 2021.   
 
Minahil Fatima  
su_secretary@stu.ca 
Recording Secretary  
STUSU Student Representative Council  
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